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Behavior in training:   a b c d e

 reliability  unreliable    x  Reliability

 sensitivity   little   x   much

 anxious   quickly    x  slowly

 trainability    difficult    x  easy

 responsiveness to aids  little    x  much

 willingness to work   little    x  much

 work ethics disagreeable    x  happy

 perseverance little    x  much**

 stamina  little    x  much***

 response to stress   freezes   x   flighty

 concentration   distracted   x   focused

 learning capacity   little    x  much

Exterior: 
Breeding type: Herre 524 is a breed-typical 

stallion with a noble head and a vertical 

neck with satisfactory length. The stallion’s 

head-neck connection is satisfactorily 

light, the neck has good length. The 

stallion has lots of front and a lot of 

feathers for a 3-year-old. Herre 524 is a 

youthful stallion with an elegant outline.

Conformation: The stallion radiates youth 

and longlined quality is satisfactory. He 

has a strong topline, sloping and long 

shoulder conformation and a slightly 

sloping croup.

Legwork: Herre 524’s legwork is clean and 

dry. His legwork is good with correct 

stance. His feet should be slightly bigger.

DNA-tests:
Hydrocephaly: non carrier  

Dwarfism: non carrier  

Chestnutfactor: non carrier 

Veterinary: off hind knee Osteochondrosis 

C3

Estimated breeding value   
Exterior: 
 Reliability ........................................34-38% 

 Breeding type ........................................104 

 Conformation ........................................106 

 Legwork .................................................106 

 Walk .......................................................102 

 Trot .........................................................105

 Canter ....................................................101 

*during tacking up, hitching up, taking temperature ,etc. ** mentaal  *** fysiek

Herre 524

Studbook name: Herre fan Hylpen Ster {201800533) Lineage: Nane 492 x stb Reinder 452 x 
Model Sport*2 Onne 376 x Ster Pref Prest*4 Olaf 315 x Ster Pref*6 Jochem 259 x Ster Pref*6 
Tsjalling 235 Date of birth: 23 maart 2018 Height at withers: 1.64 meter Pedigree: 15 
Kinship: 18,1% (average in 2021: 17,8%)

Character/personality::
Stable manners  

 a  b  c  d  e 

 difficult      x pleasant

 Energetic    x  calm

 frightened   x   inquisitive

 submissive   x   dominant

 hesitant  x    cheeky

 anxious     x relaxed
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Roaring: no observations

Performance Test::
Herre 524 completed the Central Examina-

tion as a 3-year-old stallion.

Trainingsrapport:
Walk: In walk Herre 524 moves with 

relaxation and satisfactory scope, rhythm 

and regularity.

Trot: He has an uphill trot with satisfactory 

scope and lots of bend in the hind leg, 

which is placed well forward under the 

body. The rhythm is somewhat rushed and 

he would benefit from a slightly longer 

moment of suspension in trot.

Canter: The canter is uphill, with ground-

covering strides and continually improved 

in the course of the Central Examination.

Riding horse aptitude: 
Herre 524 has a youthful appearance and 

continually made progress in the course of 

the Central Examination. He is a light-

footed stallion with good reflexes. He 

gives the rider a good feeling and has a 

cooperative character. Herre 524 appears 

to have satisfactory aptitude for riding 

horse.

In-harness aptitude: 
Herre 524 feels at home in front of the 

carriage and demonstrates to have more 

than satisfactory aptitude for driving- as 

well as showdriving horse. He is easy to 

train in front of the carriage and responds 

well and directly to the driver’s aids. He 

displays great expression in his overall 

movement.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ........................................................7.0  

 Trot ..........................................................7.0 

 Canter .....................................................7.5 

Balance & Posture ...................................7.0 

Suppleness ...............................................7.0

Transitions ................................................7.0 

 Impulsion ................................................6.5 

Total .......................................................77.5 

Test results driving test:
 Walk ...........................................................7 

 Trot ..........................................................7.5 

Balance & Posture ......................................8 

Suppleness ...............................................7.5

Transitions ...................................................7 

 Impulsion ................................................7.5 

Total ..........................................................82 

     
Test results showdriving test:
Use foreleg ..............................................7.5 

Use hind leg ................................................7 

 Moment of suspension .............................7  

 Posture .......................................................8 

 Front ...........................................................8  

Suppleness ..................................................7 

 Impulsion ................................................7.5  

Total ..........................................................82 

Findings Performance Test::
Herre 524 is a stallion with satisfactory 

aptitude for under-saddle work. As a 

driving- and showdriving horse he possesses 

more than satisfactory aptitude, great front 

and good leg technique.

Dam report:
Herre 524 is the first foal his dam Hinke 

fan Hylpen gave birth to. She is a third-

premium Studbook mare who was sold 

abroad. His granddam is Model Sport 

mare Wietske fan Hylpen (Onne 376), a 

half-sister to Eise 489 (Maurits 437). Their 

dam is Lieke fan Hylpen Star Preferent 

Performance (Olof 315), who has one 

Sport Elite and three Sport offspring, one 

of whom is also Model. It is a line brim-

ming with sport horses in dressage, driving 

and showdriving.

Final conclusion:
Herre 524 is a stallion with modern lines 

and lots of front, a very youthful appea-

rance, correct legwork and the stallion has 

satisfactory aptitude for under-saddle 

work in which he shows potential for 

more progress. With the in-harness work 

the stallion has more than satisfactory 

aptitude for both driving- and showdri-

ving. He makes a lot of front, makes 

himself big in front of the carriage and 

shows lots of bend in the hind leg. Herre 

524 has good forward reach in the foreleg 

with a satisfactory moment of suspension. 

On the basis of the above data the stallion 

Herre fan Hylpen Star is registered in the 

Studbook for stallions under the name of 

Herre 524.

Advice:
Herre 524 is a good match for big-framed 

mares and is expected to improve swift-

ness of the hind leg.




